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Abstract

In a previous paper we introduced a distribution-based method for Global Sensi-
tivity Analysis (GSA), called PAWN, which uses cumulative distribution functions
of model outputs to assess their sensitivity to the model’s uncertain input factors.
Over the last three years, PAWN has been employed in the environmental modelling
field as a useful alternative or complement to more established variance-based meth-
ods. However, a major limitation of PAWN up to now was the need for a tailored
sampling strategy to approximate the sensitivity indices. Furthermore, this strategy
required three tuning parameters whose optimal choice was rather unclear. In this
paper, we present an alternative approximation procedure that tackles both issues
and makes PAWN applicable to a generic sample of inputs and outputs while re-
quiring only one tuning parameter. The new implementation therefore allows the
user to estimate PAWN indices as complementary metrics in multi-method GSA
applications without additional computational cost.

Key words: global sensitivity analysis; distribution-based methods;
moment-independent methods; multi-method GSA

Highlights1

• We introduce a new approximation strategy for PAWN indices2

• The strategy is applicable to a generic input-output sample and uses one3

tuning parameter only4

• We demonstrate that the strategy provides robust PAWN sensitivity es-5

timates6

• This approximation strategy facilitates the integration of PAWN into7

multi-method GSA8
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Software availability9

The PAWN algorithm, including the new approximation strategy presented10

in this paper, are implemented in Matlab/Octave as part of the SAFE Tool-11

box, which is freely available for non-commercial use through the website:12

www.safetoolbox.info13

1 Introduction14

Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) is a set of techniques aimed at investigating15

the propagation of uncertainty through mathematical models in a structured16

way. More specifically, according to the widely used definition by Saltelli et al.17

(2008), the aim of GSA is to quantify the relative contribution of the uncer-18

tain input factors of a mathematical model to the variability of its outputs.19

For model developers, such quantification can aid the process of identifying20

a minimum complexity model by eliminating non-influential components. For21

model users, it can make the calibration process more efficient by determining22

the subset of model parameters whose reduction in uncertainty would mostly23

reduce output variability, or it can be used to assess the robustness of the24

model predictions against various sources of uncertainty such as errors in the25

forcing data or even in uncertain modelling assumptions. GSA is therefore26

widely applied in the environmental modelling field to support the construc-27

tion, improvement and use of mathematical models (e.g. Beven and Binley28

(1992); Spear et al. (1994); Freer et al. (1996); Bastidas et al. (1999); Wagener29

and Kollat (2007); Norton (2015); Razavi and Gupta (2015); Xiaomeng et al.30

(2015); Ferretti et al. (2016); Pianosi et al. (2016); Petropoulos and Srivastava31

(2017)).32

Many different GSA methods are available depending on the specific purposes33

of the analysis as well as the characteristics of the mathematical model be-34

ing analysed and its sources of uncertainty (Saltelli et al., 2008; Norton, 2015;35

Pianosi et al., 2016). Among them, some of the most widely used are Variance-36

Based Sensitivity Analysis (VBSA) methods, which measure output sensitiv-37

ity as the proportion of output variance that is attributable to variations of38

each uncertain input factor. For an overview of variance-based methods and39

their advantages see for example Saltelli et al. (2008) or Pianosi et al. (2016).40

Recently, density-based approaches have also gained increasing attention Cas-41

taings et al. (2012); Anderson et al. (2014); Peeters et al. (2014); Dell’Oca42

et al. (2017); Borgonovo et al. (2017). In these approaches, uncertainty and43

sensitivity is characterised by investigating the entire distribution of the model44

outputs, instead of its variance only. For this reason, such methods are also45

referred to as distribution-based or moment-independent. Distribution-based46
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strategies are particularly suitable when variance is not an adequate proxy47

of uncertainty, for example when the output distribution is highly-skewed or48

multi-modal (e.g. Liu et al. (2006)).49

In a previous paper (Pianosi and Wagener, 2015) we introduced a distribution-50

based method, called PAWN, and implemented it as part of our open-source51

GSA Toolbox called SAFE (Pianosi et al., 2015). The advantage of PAWN52

over other moment-independent methods is that it characterises output dis-53

tributions by their cumulative distribution functions, instead of their proba-54

bility density functions, which makes the numerical approximation of PAWN55

sensitivity indices easy and robust. In Pianosi and Wagener (2015) we demon-56

strated the PAWN method by applying it to a standard benchmark function57

and a simple rainfall-runoff model (Hymod). In Zadeh et al. (2017) we carried58

out a systematic comparison between PAWN and variance-based method on59

a medium complexity (26 parameters) hydrological model (SWAT) and found60

that PAWN and VBSA had similar convergence rate and screening results,61

while PAWN was more effective for parameter ranking as it could better sep-62

arate out the relative importance of the influential parameters. Since its pub-63

lication, PAWN has been used to investigate the role of uncertain parameters64

across a range of environmental modelling fields, including: a transport model65

of indoor air pollutant (Sedighian et al., 2015), a computational model of bio-66

logical processes (Gillies et al., 2016), rainfall-runoff and land-surface models67

in Pianosi and Wagener (2016) and Pianosi et al. (2017), a fluid flow and heat68

transport model in geothermal reservoirs (Fox et al., 2016), a groundwater69

model for karst systems (Hosseini et al., 2017), and a numerical algorithm for70

hillslope-based landscape discretisation (Pilz et al., 2017).71

Despite this relatively quick uptake of PAWN across different fields of applica-72

tion, from our own experience and the feedbacks we received from other users,73

we think two main issues remain critical. First, the numerical procedure we74

proposed in our original paper to implement PAWN uses a tailored sampling75

strategy, i.e. a strategy that selects input samples in specific regions of the76

input variability space, according to the approximation procedure set out for77

the PAWN indices. This is in contrast to generic sampling strategies, such as78

sampling over a uniform grid, quasi-random sampling (Press et al., 1992) or79

(stratified or not) random sampling, e.g. Latin Hypercube (Forrester et al.,80

2008), which aim at spreading input samples as uniformly as possible across81

the variability space, and can be used across a range of uncertainty and sensi-82

tivity analysis methods. The requirement of a tailored sampling strategy thus83

makes it more difficult to integrate PAWN into a multi-method GSA study,84

such as Pappenberger et al. (2008) or Tang et al. (2007), since its inclusion85

would require additional dedicated model evaluations. We believe that this86

is a strong limitation given the value of applying multiple GSA methods to87

the same problem as a way to validate and complement the results of indi-88

vidual methods (Pianosi et al., 2015; Borgonovo et al., 2017). Additionally,89
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the requirement of a tailored sampling strategy prevents the application to90

an existing input-output dataset in cases where such a dataset is available91

from previous studies. These limitations have motivated researchers to seek92

for generic approximation strategies for other GSA methods too, including93

variance-based methods. For example, Strong et al. (2014) and Stanfill et al.94

(2015) have proposed new approximation strategies to derive first-order and95

total-order indices from a generic input-output dataset, as an alternative to96

the ‘traditional’ approximators (e.g. Saltelli et al. (2010)) based on ‘re-sample’97

matrices, which require a tailored sampling strategy. A general discussion of98

the value of approximation procedures that can be applied to given data is99

given in Plischke et al. (2013).100

The second issue with our tailored sampling strategy is that it requires users101

to specify three tuning parameters, i.e. the number of unconditional output102

samples (Nu), the number of conditional output samples (Nc), and the number103

of conditioning points (n). As discussed in Pianosi and Wagener (2015), the104

choice of these tuning parameters should be based on a compromise between105

approximation accuracy and computational burden, which both increase with106

any increase of Nu or Nc or n. In fact, the total number of model evaluations107

to approximate all PAWN indices is N=Nu+n×Nc×M , where M is the num-108

ber of uncertain input factors. If each model evaluation is computationally109

demanding, either in terms of running time or data storage requirement, one110

would like to find the ‘optimal’ combination of (Nu,Nc,n) to reach sufficient111

approximation accuracy at minimum N . However, such optimal values are112

difficult to predict a priori and extrapolating from previous applications may113

be risky because the optimal values may change with the problem at hand,114

i.e. with the mathematical model, the number of input factors, and possibly115

even with the output definition or application domain (Sarrazin et al., 2016).116

We indeed know that the approximation accuracy associated with sensitivity117

indices at a given sample size can dramatically change with any element of118

the experimental set-up, as shown for example in Figure 5 in Pianosi et al.119

(2016) or Figures 2 and 3 in Zadeh et al. (2017).120

In this paper we simultaneously address these two issues by introducing a121

new approximation procedure of the PAWN indices that (1) is applicable to122

a generic dataset; (2) requires fewer tuning parameters (essentially only the123

number of conditioning points n) whose choice is easier to make and to evalu-124

ate. The approximation procedure was already sketched out in the conclusions125

of Pianosi and Wagener (2015) and a similar idea was tested in Pianosi et al.126

(2017). Here we further develop those ideas into a new approximation proce-127

dure. We test it comprehensively on a benchmark function and on a complex128

hydrological model (the Soil Water Assessment Tool, in a set-up that includes129

50 uncertain parameters). And finally, we propose a number of simple tools to130

assess the accuracy of the resulting PAWN indices as well as their robustness131

to the chosen tuning parameter, at negligible additional computing costs.132
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2 Methods133

In this paper, we consider an input-output relationship134

y = f(x) (1)

where x = |x1, x2, ..., xM | ∈ X ⊆ RM is a vector of M input factors and135

y ∈ R is a (scalar) output variable. The goal of GSA is to quantify the relative136

contribution of variations in each input factor xi to the variability of the137

output y. A quantitative measure of such relative contribution is expressed by138

the value of a sensitivity index Si, typically ranging from 0 to 1.139

The function f can be available either in closed form or as a numerical proce-140

dure to compute y given x. For example, in typical environmental modelling141

applications the function f typically refers to the numerical procedure for142

simulating a dynamical system over a given space-time domain. In this case,143

the output y is a scalar variable that summarises the wide range of variables144

(often time series, possibly spatially-distributed) provided by the simulation145

procedure. For example y may be the value of a simulated variable at a time146

and location of interest, or an aggregate measure of the mismatch between147

some of the simulated variables and their observations, i.e. an objective or148

loss function.149

When the input-output relationship f is available in closed form (as in the150

example of Sec. 4.1), it is often referred to as a model. When instead it refers151

to the simulation procedure to compute y from x (as in Sec. 4.2), it is often152

referred to as a response surface, to avoid confusion with the underlying set of153

differential equations, which is also called a (simulation) model. Notice that in154

the latter case, the underlying simulation model might have more inputs than155

those included in x and the output y may be defined in different ways. The156

choice of which variables to include in x and of how to define one (or multiple)157

y depends on the underlying motivation for carrying out GSA, and as such it158

is a subjective choice of the GSA user and will not be discussed here.159

2.1 The PAWN method160

The key idea of distribution-based methods is that the influence of an input161

factor is proportional to the amount of change in the output distribution162

produced by fixing that input. More precisely, the sensitivity of y to xi is163

measured by the difference between the unconditional distribution of y, which164

is induced by varying all input factors simultaneously, and the conditional165

distribution that is obtained by varying all inputs but xi.166
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A review of several distribution-based methods is given in Pianosi and Wa-167

gener (2015). The distinctive feature of PAWN is that, in contrast to other168

methods, it uses (conditional and unconditional) cumulative distribution func-169

tions (CDFs) of the output instead of probability density functions. The ad-170

vantage of using CDFs is that their approximation from an output sample of171

finite size is easy and robust. Several other advantages of PAWN are discussed172

in Pianosi and Wagener (2015).173

The PAWN sensitivity index for the i-th input factor is defined as174

Si = stat
xi

max
y
|Fy(y)− Fy|xi

(y|xi)| (2)

where Fy(y) and Fy|xi
(y|xi) are the unconditional and conditional CDFs of the175

output y, and stat is a statistic (e.g. maximum, median or mean) defined by176

the user. Notice that the inner maximum in Eq. (2), i.e. the maximum abso-177

lute difference between CDFs, is no other than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)178

statistic, which is widely used as a measure of distance between CDFs (Kol-179

mogorov, 1933; Smirnov, 1939). The PAWN index can thus be reformulated180

as181

Si = stat
xi

KS(xi) where KS(xi) = max
y
|Fy(y)− Fy|xi

(y|xi)| (3)

Other statistics could possibly be used instead of KS. For example, Zadeh182

et al. (2017) tested the Anderson-Darling statistic and found that, in their183

application, it provides almost identical sensitivity results as the KS (these184

results are shown in their Supplementary material). Throughout this paper185

we will use KS, however our newly proposed approximation strategy could be186

equally applied to PAWN indices defined using other statistics.187

2.2 Approximating PAWN indices using a tailored sampling strategy188

In general, given the complexity of the input-output relationship f , the sensi-189

tivity indices of Eq. (2) cannot be computed analytically and they need to be190

approximated numerically. Pianosi and Wagener (2015) proposed an approx-191

imation procedure based on two simplifications. First, using a finite number192

of conditioning points x̄
(1)
i , x̄

(2)
i , ..., x̄

(n)
i for each input factor, instead of all its193

possible values. Second, replacing the distributions Fy and Fy|xi
by the em-194

pirical distributions F̂y and F̂y|xi
of output samples of finite size. Specifically,195

F̂y is the empirical distribution of an unconditional sample (YU) obtained by196

varying all input factors simultaneously, and F̂y|xi
is the empirical distribution197

of a conditional sample (YCik) obtained by varying all factors but the i-th,198

which is set to the k-th conditioning value x̄
(k)
i . The PAWN sensitivity index199
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is then approximated by200

Ŝi = stat
k=1,...,n

KS(x̄
(k)
i ) where KS(x̄

(k)
i ) = max

y
|F̂y(y)− F̂y|xi

(y|xi = x̄
(k)
i )| (4)

The left hand side of Figure 1 provides a visual illustration of this approx-201

imation strategy for the simple case of M=3 input factors. For the sake of202

illustration, the Figure focuses on approximating the PAWN sensitivity index203

of the first input factor (x1). The top left panels (Fig. 1(a) and (b)) show the204

combinations of input factors (x1,x2,x3) that need to be evaluated in order to205

obtain the unconditional sample and three conditional samples correspond-206

ing to n=3 fixed values of x1. The corresponding output samples (YU, YC11,207

YC12, YC13) are visualised via a scatter plot in Fig. 1(c). The lower panels208

show the further steps for computing the approximate PAWN index Ŝ1: com-209

puting the empirical distributions of YU (red line in (g)) and of YC11, YC12210

and YC13 (grey lines), computing the KS at each conditioning point (h), and211

finally taking a statistic, e.g. the median, of those KS values. A similar pro-212

cedure would be applied for approximating the sensitivity indices of x2 and213

x3.214

We call the approach underpinning Eq. (4) a tailored sampling strategy because215

a large part of the input samples generated to compute the sensitivity indices,216

namely all those in the conditional samples YCik for k = 1, ..., n, are concen-217

trated in specific subregions of the input variability space (e.g. the planes in218

Fig.1(b) where the grey circles lie). This is in contrast to generic sampling219

strategies that would spread input samples as evenly as possible across the220

input space (e.g. the samples in Fig. 1(d)-(e)). Examples of generic sampling221

strategies include latin hypercube sampling (e.g. Sec. 1.4 in Forrester et al.222

(2008)) or quasi-random sampling (e.g. Sec. 7.7 in Press et al. (1992)). Notice223

that while the input samples in YCik may be generated by applying a generic224

sampling strategy in the (M − 1)-dimensional space of all-inputs-but-the-i-th225

(for instance, we will use latin hypercube sampling in the following case study226

applications), collectively the ensemble of conditional samples YCik does not227

constitute a generic dataset in the M -dimensional input variability space, as228

clearly shown in Fig. 1(b).229

With the tailored sampling strategy, the total number of model evaluations230

to approximate all PAWN sensitivity indices is Nu+n×Nc×M , where Nu is231

the size of the unconditional sample YU, Nc is the size of each conditional232

sample YCik, and M is the number of input factors (and hence sensitivity in-233

dices). As discussed in the Introduction, the issue of how to choose the triple234

(Nu,n,Nc) has not been formally investigated and it remains an open question235

in the application of PAWN. This choice is critical given that it affects both236

the accuracy of the PAWN indices and the computational effort (total num-237

ber of model evaluations) to generate them. Another issue with the tailored238

strategy is that much of the computational effort is invested in generating239
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the conditional samples YCik, which cannot be re-used in other uncertainty or240

sensitivity analysis methods that would require a generic sample. To overcome241

these two issues we present a novel approach to approximate PAWN indices242

from a generic dataset in the next section.243

2.3 Approximating PAWN indices from a generic dataset244

So how can we approximate the sensitivity index in Eq. (2) using a generic245

input-output dataset <X,Y>, for example a dataset generated by Latin hy-246

percube sampling? A possible way to do this is to split the range of variation247

of each input factor xi into n equally spaced intervals Ik and define the condi-248

tional samples YCik accordingly. The unconditional sample YU could instead249

coincide with the entire sample Y or with a subsample of it. Such a strategy250

corresponds to approximate PAWN sensitivity indices as:251

Ŝi = stat
k=1,...,n

KS(Ik) where KS(Ik) = max
y
|F̂y(y)− F̂y|xi

(y|xi ∈ Ik)| (5)

A visual illustration of the splitting strategy for creating unconditional and252

conditional samples from a generic dataset is given on the right hand side of253

Figure 1 ((d) and (e)). Once the output samples have been built (Fig 1(f)),254

the subsequent steps for approximating PAWN sensitivity indices are the same255

than when the tailored sampling strategy is used. A summary comparison of256

the workflows underpinning Eq. (4) and (5) is given in Figure 2.257

When using the approximation strategy of Eq. (5), the size of the conditional258

sample (Nc ) does not need to be specified by the user: it simply coincides259

with the number of points in each interval Ik. However, if input samples are260

uniformly spread in the given dataset we may expect Nc to be approximately261

equal toN/n, whereN is the size of the generic dataset. Therefore, the user can262

indirectly control the value ofNc by choosing n: a reduction in n would increase263

Nc and vice versa. As for the unconditional sample, one option is to let it264

coincide with the sample Y. This choice would correspond to setting Nu = N .265

Another option is to use a subsample of Y, for example by randomly extracting266

a subsample of the same size as the conditional ones (i.e. setting Nu = Nc).267

The latter option has the advantage that the compared unconditional and268

conditional distributions are estimated from the same number of samples.269

Furthermore, the random extraction from Y can be repeated several times270

using bootstrapping without replacement as a way to test the robustness of the271

PAWN sensitivity indices, as will be further described in the next subsection.272

In either case, the main point here is that both Nc and Nu do not need to be273

chosen by the user but they are determined as a consequence of the chosen274

value of n and N . This is an advantage with respect to the tailored sampling275
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approach because the number of tuning parameters is reduced to two (instead276

of three) but most importantly because selecting their values is much easier. In277

fact, when using a generic dataset the computational effort for approximating278

the PAWN sensitivity indices is fully controlled by the chosen value for N .279

Hence, an obvious choice is to take the largest value possible for N given280

available computing resources. As for n, it only has an effect on the splitting281

of the input-output dataset <X,Y> but not on its generation. Consequently,282

one can attempt different values of n and evaluate the robustness of GSA283

results to this choice without significantly adding to the overall computational284

effort. Further ways to assess the robustness of PAWN sensitivity indices to285

the chosen sample size N are discussed in the next subsection and will be286

illustrated in the Results section.287

2.4 Estimating the robustness of PAWN indices288

When sensitivity indices are computed by an approximate formula such as Eq.289

(4) or (5), it is very important to evaluate the robustness of the sensitivity290

values to the chosen sample, particularly if the sample size is small. A compu-291

tationally efficient way to do this is by repeating sensitivity calculations using292

different bootstrap resamples (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) of the available293

input-output dataset to obtain a distribution of sensitivity indices. The mean294

of such distributions can be taken as a more robust estimate of the sensitiv-295

ity indices (at least more robust than the point estimates obtained without296

bootstrapping) and quantiles can be computed to derive confidence intervals297

around those estimates (Yang, 2011; Sarrazin et al., 2016).298

Additionally, the impact of approximation errors on sensitivity indices can be299

directly inferred by using a so called dummy parameter (Zadeh et al., 2017).300

A dummy parameter is an input factor that is artificially introduced in the301

analysis and that, by definition, cannot affect the output variability. However,302

the sensitivity index of the dummy parameter may still be larger than zero,303

because of errors in the employed approximation procedure. The value of the304

dummy sensitivity index thus provides an indication of the extent of approxi-305

mation errors and can be used to put all other sensitivity results into context.306

In fact, if an input factor is associated with a sensitivity index significantly307

larger than the dummy sensitivity, then one can sensibly conclude that this308

input factor is indeed influential. If instead the approximate sensitivity index309

is equal or even smaller than the dummy sensitivity, then nothing can be con-310

cluded about this input factor because its non-zero sensitivity may be due311

to an actual effect of the input on the output or be purely a consequence of312

approximation errors.313

In the case of PAWN sensitivity indices, a dummy parameter should in prin-314
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ciple have zero sensitivity because if a parameter has no effect on the out-315

put, then fixing its value has no effect on the output distribution, hence316

Fy=Fy|xdummy
at all conditioning values of xdummy in Eq. (2) and Sdummy=0.317

However, the dummy parameter might have a positive approximate sensitivity318

index (Ŝdummy > 0) when using Eq. (4) or (5) because the empirical distri-319

butions F̂y of two samples can differ from each other even if the samples are320

drawn from the same distribution Fy. The approximate sensitivity Ŝdummy can321

thus be interpreted as a measure of the accuracy in approximating CDFs by322

empirical distributions and hence of the accuracy of the estimated PAWN323

indices given the chosen sample size (Zadeh et al., 2017).324

In this paper, we will use a very simple and straightforward approach to imple-325

ment these ideas. As suggested in the previous subsection, we will derive the326

unconditional sample YU by randomly extracting from Y a subsample of size327

Nc, and repeat the subsampling for a prescribed number of times. Given that328

by construction Nc < N , we can bootstrap without replacement (Efron and329

Tibshirani, 1993) from YU (the reasons for preferring resampling without re-330

placement when applying PAWN is discussed in the Supplementary Materials331

of Zadeh et al. (2017)). We will then apply Eq. (5) for each bootstrap resample332

of YU to derive a distribution of approximate PAWN sensitivity indices, and333

hence confidence intervals. Finally, we will estimate the PAWN sensitivity of334

the dummy parameter as:335

Ŝdummy = mean
k=1,...,n

max
y
|F̂ (k)

y (y)− F̂ (n+1)
y (y)| (6)

where F̂ (k)
y is the empirical distribution of the k-the boostrap resample of the336

unconditional output sample YU.337

3 Results338

In this section we demonstrate the proposed approximation strategy from a339

generic dataset using two case studies. The former is a standard benchmark340

function widely used in the GSA literature and also used in Pianosi and Wa-341

gener (2015) to demonstrate PAWN with a tailored sampling strategy. The ob-342

jective of this application is to show whether the two approximation strategies343

provide similar results and to assess the impact of the tuning parameter n on344

a simple case study. Then, we apply our new strategy to a much more complex345

and more realistic case study, the Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model,346

in a set-up comprising 50 parameters. The objective of the latter application347

is to evaluate the scalability of the proposed PAWN approximation strategy348

to problems with many uncertain input factors. We also explore the impact of349

sample size on the sensitivity estimates, on input ranking and screening, and350
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to illustrate a simple approach to evaluate the effects of the tuning parameter351

n on PAWN sensitivity indices.352

3.1 Application to Ishigami-Homma function353

We first consider the Ishigami-Homma function354

y = sin(x1) + a sin(x2)
2 + b x43 sin(x1) (7)

where xi∼U[−π,+π] for i=1,2,3 and a=2 and b=1. This function is often used355

in GSA studies because the variance-based sensitivities of y can be calculated356

analytically (see for instance Chapter 4 in Saltelli et al. (2008)), which makes357

it an ideal testing ground of approximate sensitivity estimators. In particular,358

the first-order (SF
i ) and total-order (ST

i ) variance-based sensitivity indices359

are SF
1 =0.3830, ST

1 =0.9991, SF
2 =ST

2 =0.0009, SF
3 =0, ST

3 =0.6161. According360

to these indices, x1 is by far the most influential input, x2 has very limited361

influence and no interactions, x3 is only influential through interactions with362

x1.363

The Ishigami-Homma function was used in Pianosi and Wagener (2015) as364

a testing ground for PAWN. In that work, the tailored sampling strategy365

was used and the KS values were aggregated across conditioning points by366

taking their median, i.e. stat=median in Eq. (4). With these choices, PAWN367

sensitivity indices were found to be equal to Ŝ1=0.48, Ŝ2=0.14, Ŝ3=0.30, which368

provides input rankings of (x1 as most influential, then x3, and finally x2)369

consistent with the results of a variance-based analysis.370

Here we re-compute the PAWN sensitivity indices using the proposed approx-371

imation strategy from a generic sample, i.e. according to Eq. (5) instead of372

Eq. (4). As a generic sampling strategy we use Latin Hypercube and we start373

by setting the tuning parameters to N=500 samples and n=10 conditioning374

intervals for each input factor. We repeat the calculations by bootstrapping375

without replacement, as described in Sec. 3.4. With this set-up, PAWN indices376

(median KS) are found equal to Ŝ1=0.50, Ŝ2=0.16, Ŝ3=0.29 (averages over 50377

bootstrap resamples). These numbers are very consistent with those obtained378

using the tailored sampling strategy, which means that the two approximation379

approaches are essentially equivalent in this case. It is worth noticing that here380

we used a generic dataset of N=500 model evaluations, while in Pianosi and381

Wagener (2015) we used Nu+n×Nc×M=100+15×50×3=2350 model evalu-382

ations (although in Pianosi and Wagener (2015) we did not explore whether383

using less samples would have produced different results).384

We further explore the impact of the sample size (N) and of the chosen num-385

ber of conditioning intervals (n) in Figure 3. Each panel refers to a different386
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input factor, and it shows the median KS (again, average over 50 bootstrap387

resamples) for different choices of n (horizontal axis) and for different sample388

size (color). For each combination (N ,n), the Figure also shows the estimated389

PAWN sensitivity of the dummy parameter, computed by Eq. (6) (dashed390

line). The Figure shows that:391

• As the sample size (N) increases, both the bootstrap confidence intervals392

and the value of Ŝdummy reduce. Furthermore, the median KS values sta-393

bilise, at least for larger n values (more on the impact of n in the next394

point). These patterns are expected and simply prove that the approxi-395

mation strategy behaves sensibly. The more interesting fact is that using396

N = 500 samples provides very similar results as using N=2000, which397

means that the proposed approximation strategy provides robust results398

already at relatively small sample size in this particular case.399

• The choice of n seems to have a limited effect on the sensitivity estimates400

as long as its value is sufficiently high (above 5 in our case). In fact, KS401

medians are essentially stable for any choice of n >5 and close to the402

(presumed) correct values (we are now focusing on results for N=500403

and N=2000, those obtained with N=100 being too imprecise). Notice404

that Figure 3 also reports results for n=1, i.e. the limit case where input-405

output samples are not split into intervals and hence, by definition, the406

PAWN sensitivity index is equal to 0. This set-up would never be used407

in practice, however it is shown here to prove that the method behaves408

consistent with expectations. Finally, sensitivity indices that are lower in409

values, i.e. those of inputs x2 and x3, are more unstable at low values of410

n while the higher sensitivity index (that of x1) is almost insensitive to411

the tuning parameter, which is again quite consistent with expectations.412

Basically, we see an effect of n only when (a) we use a very small sample413

size (N=100) and relatively large n so that the number of samples used414

for estimating output distributions becomes quite low (for example, for415

n = 14 we get Nc=100/14∼7); (b) we use a very small value of n, for416

example 3 or 4, and then the sensitivity indices of less influential inputs417

(x2 and x3) are badly estimated.418

To conclude, application of the proposed approximation strategy to a synthetic419

test function delivers reliable estimates of PAWN sensitivity indices (median420

KS) at relatively low sample size (N >=500) and quite irrespectively of the421

chosen value of the tuning parameter n (provided that n >5).422

3.2 Application to the SWAT model423

The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) is a semi-distributed hydro-424

logical model developed by the USDA Agricultural Research Service (Arnold425
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et al., 1998) and used worldwide to study the impact of land use and man-426

agement practices on water quantity and quality at the catchment scale (e.g.427

Gassman et al. (2007)). Here, we use a model set-up for the upper Senne River428

basin in Belgium, which is described in Leta et al. (2015) and was used in a429

previous GSA study by Sarrazin et al. (2016) and comprises 50 uncertain pa-430

rameters. The model output y considered in the GSA is a performance metric,431

the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), measuring the distance432

between daily flow predictions of the model and available observations. More433

information about the model, the application river basin and the definition of434

inputs and output for GSA can be found in Sarrazin et al. (2016). A list of the435

50 model parameters and their variability ranges is given in the Supplementary436

Material of this paper. Here we re-use the input-output dataset generated for437

the Regional Sensitivity Analysis in Sarrazin et al. (2016), obtained by Latin438

Hypercube sampling and including N = 10, 000 samples.439

First, we approximate the PAWN sensitivity indices by Eq. (5) using n=10440

conditioning intervals. We repeat our calculations with 100 bootstrap resam-441

ples and compute the averages and confidence intervals of each index, shown442

in Figure 4. According to this figure, the most influential parameter is the443

11th, followed by parameters 9,32,10. Given that the confidence intervals for444

these three parameters are mostly overlapping, we cannot make further dis-445

tinctions between them and thus we would put all of them in the 2nd position446

of the parameter ranking. Following the same line of reasoning, we would put447

parameters 8,17,2,43 in the 3rd position and parameters 14,25,42,34,12,28,35448

in the 4th. The remaining parameters have an average sensitivity value close449

to that of the dummy parameter (red line in Figure 4), which means we can-450

not distinguish whether they actually have an influence on the output or451

whether their estimated sensitivity is a pure product of approximation errors.452

Hence, we classify them as potentially uninfluential. These ranking results453

are consistent with those obtained by Sarrazin et al. (2016) using other GSA454

methods. Figure 5 provides a short comparison with those results, focusing in455

particular on the top positions of the parameter ranking. The fact that only456

a limited number of parameters (4 to 8 in our case) control the output per-457

formance metric (Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency) is consistent with several studies458

on calibration of hydrological models (e.g. Jakeman and Hornberger (1993)459

and Van Werkhoven et al. (2009)). Furthermore, from the parameter list in460

the Supplementary Material, one can see that the 4 top-ranking parameters461

are: the SCS runoff curve number for moisture condition in the agricultural462

areas (11), the hydraulic conductivity in the river channel (9), the average463

slope steepness in the agricultural areas (32), and the Manning coefficient for464

the channel (10). This is reasonable given the predominance of agricultural465

land use in the catchment (62% of the catchment area as reported in Leta466

et al. (2015)) and the fact that the chosen output metric (Nash-Sutcliffe ef-467

ficiency) emphasises errors in peak flow predictions, which we expect to be468

mainly controlled by the parameters that characterise river routing (see for469
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example Van Werkhoven et al. (2008)).470

Next, we analyse the impact of the sample size N . To do this, we randomly471

extract a subsample of smaller size from our original dataset and repeat the472

approximation procedure of the PAWN sensitivity indices. We test N=1000,473

5000 and 7500 (Figure 6). We find that using N=1000 (top panel) produces474

rather imprecise sensitivity indices, in fact almost all confidence intervals over-475

lap each other and with the dummy parameter threshold, which prevents us476

from inferring a robust parameter ranking. However, already at the next sam-477

ple size (N=5000) the confidence intervals start to separate out and the rank-478

ing of the influential parameters is similar to the one obtained at the highest479

sample size (N=10000).480

The effect of the tuning parameter n is then analysed in Figure 7. The Figure481

depicts the approximate PAWN sensitivity indices obtained using different482

values of n from 6 to 20. Overall, the changes in value with varying n seem to be483

minor. We observe a trend of increasing sensitivity values as n increases, i.e. the484

grey shading gets darker from left to right. However this trend mainly involves485

parameters with very low sensitivity and does not affect the key conclusion486

that these parameters are probably uninfluential, as their approximate index487

remains below that of the dummy parameter (cases flagged by red crosses).488

Finally, we investigate the effect of the aggregation statistic. This is shown489

in Figure 8 and 9, which are the analogues of Figure 6 using stat=mean and490

stat=max in Eq. (5) instead of the median. Figure 8 shows that using the mean491

KS provides very similar ranking and screening results as using the median.492

Figure 9 instead reveals that using the max KS significantly increases the493

relative importance of some input factors (e.g. parameters 43, 35 and 46). We494

further investigate this behaviour in Figure 10, which shows the scatter plots495

of the output samples for parameters 43, 35 and 46 (top panels) and the KS496

values for different conditioning intervals (bottom panels). We also include the497

results for the most influential input 11, as a reference. This figure shows that498

the output is rather insensitive to variations in parameters 43, 35 and 46 for499

most of their variability ranges with the exception of the very low end, where500

the KS value is above the dummy parameter threshold. Further analysis (not501

shown) reveals that in those sub-range the conditional output distributions502

are shifted to the left of the unconditional ones i.e. lower output values are503

more frequent. While further investigating the implications of this localised504

effect is beyond the scope of this paper, we have shown this analysis as an505

example of how PAWN can also be used to gain insights into the input-output506

mapping, and reinforce the visual inspection of scatter plots with quantitative507

evidence of local effects.508
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4 Conclusions509

In this paper we have introduced and discussed a new strategy to approxi-510

mate PAWN sensitivity indices from a generic sample of model inputs and511

outputs using only one algorithm tuning parameter (the number n of condi-512

tioning intervals). Via application to a benchmark function (with 3 uncertain513

inputs) and to a complex hydrological model (50 uncertain parameters) we514

have demonstrated that the new approximation strategy provides results con-515

sistent with those of the original approximation strategy and of other GSA516

methods. Furthermore, the screening and ranking of uncertain inputs based517

on the new approximation strategy is reliable at reasonably low sample sizes518

(around N=500 samples in the 3 inputs case and 5000 in the 50 inputs case)519

and is robust against the choice of n. Obviously we cannot extrapolate from520

two case studies that these conclusions will hold true for any other application,521

however in this paper we have also provided a number of visualisation tools,522

such as those shown in Figure 3, 6 and 7, that can be used to evaluate the523

impact of N and n in any given application, at no additional computing cost.524

While we have followed a heuristic approach to the convergence of sensitivity525

estimates, the same issue is approached from a theoretical perspective in Bor-526

gonovo et al. (2016), who investigated the properties of a partition selection527

strategy (the splitting strategy, in our terminology) that ensure converge to528

true sensitivity values for the case when the aggregation statistic of KS values529

is the mean. Expanding those theoretical results to other aggregation statistics530

may be an interesting avenue for future research.531

Based on the analyses presented in this paper, we can give the following prac-532

tical recommendations to future PAWN users:533

• Always use the new approximation strategy instead of the tailored strat-534

egy presented in Pianosi and Wagener (2015). The functions to implement535

the new approximation strategy are now included in our open-source536

SAFE Toolbox (Pianosi et al., 2015).537

• If a generic input-output dataset is available, you can re-use it to apply538

PAWN, otherwise generate one of size N as large as possible, compatibly539

with available computing resources. In both cases, compute the PAWN540

indices using both the complete dataset and subsets of smaller sizes, as541

done for example in Figure 6, to verify that the key conclusions about the542

ranking and screening of the input factors are not significantly affected543

by the value of N . If instead they are, the sample size should probably544

be increased.545

• Use n=10 to start with but check the effects of varying n of some units546

up and down, as done in Figure 7.547

• In all the analyses, use bootstrapping to derive confidence intervals and548

thus infer whether differences in sensitivity indices are large enough to549
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discriminate between the relevant inputs, or they should be put in the550

same ranking position. Use the KS of the dummy parameter to identify551

inputs whose measured sensitivity is too low to be distinguishable from552

approximation errors.553

Once again we stress that all these analyses (i.e. reducing N , changing n,554

bootstrapping, and calculation of the dummy KS) can be performed over the555

available dataset and do not require to re-run the model, hence they come at556

almost no additional computing cost. We hope this increased efficiency and557

simplicity of the new approximation strategy will contribute to increase the558

uptake of the PAWN method and facilitate its use as a complement of variance-559

based sensitivity analysis and its integration into multi-method approaches to560

GSA in general.561
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Fig. 1. Example of using a tailored sampling strategy (left) and generic sampling
(right) to approximate the PAWN index of input x1 in a case of M=3 input factors.
Left (tailored): (a) Input samples used to derive the unconditional output sample
YU. These are generated by randomly sampling the entire space of input variability.
(b) Input samples used to derive three conditional samples YC11, YC12 and YC13.
These are generated by fixing x1 at selected conditioning values (for the sake of
clarity, only n=3 conditioning values are shown here). (c) Scatter plot of the un-
conditional (red) and conditional (grey) output samples YU, YC11, YC12 and YC13

against x1. Right (generic): similar to the left hand side but this time the input
samples in (d) and (e) are the same. A random subset (highlighted in red) is used
to derive YU, and the three subsets obtained by splitting the variability range of
x1 into 3 intervals (grey) are used to derive YC11, YC12 and YC13. After sampling,
the approximation of the PAWN sensitivity index follows the same steps: (g) un-
conditional output distribution (red) and the three conditional distributions (grey)
when x1 is fixed to a given value (interval). (h) KS statistic (maximum absolute
difference) between the unconditional distribution and each of the three conditional
ones, plotted against the conditioning value (centre of the interval).
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Choose (Nu, Nc, n)

Tailored sampling
(Pianosi and Wagener, 2015)

+ model evaluation

Choose n

Split the dataset
(Sec. 2.3)

[1] One sample Yu to estimate the unconditional output distribution
[2] n x M samples Ycik (i=1,..M; k=1,…,n) to estimate the conditional distributions

Generic dataset <X,Y>

Generic sampling 
(e.g. LHS) 

+ model evaluation

Computation of PAWN sensitivity indices
[1] Compute the empirical distribution of Yu ! this approximates the unconditional 
output distribution Fy
[2] For each input factor (i=1,…,M)

> For each conditioning point/interval (k=1,...,n)
> Compute the empirical distribution of YCik ! this approximates

the conditional output distribution  Fy|xi at k-th conditioning point/interval
> Compute the KS between Fy and Fy|xi

> Take a statistic (e.g. median) of KS across conditioning points/intervals
! this approximate the i-the PAWN sensitivity index Si

using
tailored sampling strategy

using
generic sampling

Choose N

Fig. 2. Schematic of the steps needed to apply PAWN using a tailored sampling strat-
egy (left) and generic sampling (right). In the latter case, if a generic input/output
dataset is already available, the very first step of sampling and model evaluation
can be skipped and the subsequent steps applied to the available dataset.
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Fig. 3. PAWN indices from generic sample for the three input factors of the
Ishigami-Homma function. Each subplot report results for one input factor. The
PAWN index is defined as the median KS across conditioning intervals (i.e. Eq. (5)
where stat=median). PAWN indices are approximated using an increasing sample
size (N) and increasing number of conditioning intervals (n). For each combination
of (N ,n), bootstrapping is used to estimate the 95% confidence interval (vertical
line) and mean value (circle) of each PAWN index. Dashed lines show the KS of the
dummy parameter computed according to Eq. (6) at each combination of (N ,n).
For comparison, the Figure also shows the PAWN indices approximated using the
tailored sampling strategy (black diamond).
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Fig. 4. PAWN sensitivity indices from generic sample for the 50 input parameters of
the SWAT simulation model. The PAWN index is defined as the median KS across
conditioning intervals (i.e. Eq. (5) where stat=median). Bootstrapping is used to
estimate the 95% confidence interval (vertical line) and mean value (bar height) of
each PAWN index. The red line shows the KS of the dummy parameter computed
by Eq. (6). Input parameters are sorted according to their PAWN index values.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the ranking of influential parameters derived from the
PAWN indices and those obtained in Sarrazin et al. (2016) by applying the method
of Morris, Variance-Based Sensitivity Analysis (VBSA) and Regional Sensitivity
Analysis.
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Fig. 6. Effect of the sample size N on the PAWN sensitivity indices approximated
from a generic sample. Notice that the results in the bottom panel are the same
as in Fig. 4 and are only reported to facilitate comparison. In all panels the input
parameters are presented in the same order: this order coincides with their ranking
(from most influential to least) in the bottom panel but not necessarily in the others
given that the PAWN sensitivity estimates are different. The red line depicts the
dummy parameter result.
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Fig. 7. Effect of the tuning parameter n (number of conditioning intervals) on the
PAWN sensitivity indices approximated from generic sample (sample size N=5000).
Red crosses are used to mark sensitivity indices whose value is not higher than the
KS of the dummy parameter, and hence is within margins of approximation errors.
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Fig. 8. Same as in Figure 6 but defining the PAWN index as the mean KS across
conditioning intervals, i.e. stat=mean in Eq. (5) instead of median.
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Fig. 9. Same as in Figure 6 but defining the PAWN index as the maximum KS
across conditioning intervals, i.e. stat=max in Eq. (5).
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Fig. 10. Scatter plots and KS statistics of four selected input parameters of the
SWAT model: number 11 is the one consistently ranked as most influential, num-
ber 43, 35 and 46 are classified as influential if using the maximum KS as PAWN
sensitivity index, while they are not if using the mean or median KS.
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